
It’s just a click away
Richard Windsor examines whether it would make sense for Amazon, 
Apple and Google to try to compete with banks and looks at what banks 
can offer their customers that ‘bigtech’ cannot

Digitisation and the increasing use of mobile 
connectivity are beginning to affect every industry. 
New entrants can now break into sectors that, up 
to now, have had a very well-defined and stable 
landscape. Banking (and payments in particular) is 
no exception. 

Every developed economy relies on the financial plumbing 
provided by services providers that, effectively, have an 
oligopoly. The markets they carve up are large. In the UK, 
for example, the importance of financial services goes far 
beyond the domestic: trade surplus in financial services is 
equivalent to around 3 per cent of GDP, according to a UK 
parliamentary report. That size makes financial services a 
very attractive vertical for any consumer digital ecosystem. 
The three that strike most fear into the sector’s hearts are 
Apple, Amazon and Google.

To really understand the outlook for mobile-based payments, 
one has to separate potential users into two categories. First, 
those who already have a bank account and a credit or debit 
card and, second, those who do not. It is the differences 
between those two groups that help to explain why mobile-
based payments are working in some geographies and  
not others. 

To compete against or replace a plastic credit card, the new 
proposition has to create a user experience that is simpler 
and easier than taking one’s wallet out of one’s pocket. 
That is hard to do, primarily because chip and pin is very 
secure, and that is the reason why mobile-based payments 
in developed markets, where banking and credit cards have 
high penetration, is very low. However, in developing markets 
much of the target market is unbanked, with no access to 
financial services beyond cash payments. In particular, such 
markets lack credit products. That makes a service with any 
improvement in user experience, particularly if it offers the 
ability to add other financial services on top, very compelling. 

It is the clear enhancement of user experience that has 
driven the uptake of mobile based payments in China 
even though the actual service on offer – which is based 
on scanning QR codes – would be unacceptably clunky 

in developed markets. Furthermore, this same service is 
blurring the boundaries between messaging and payments 
in India and is very likely to spread to Africa in the coming 
years. 

Given how much consumers value a payments service 
that makes their lives easier, there is clearly significant 
scope for building a payments business that goes beyond 
a simple commission structure. However, doing that means 
monetising the data on a mobile handset. That can be 
broken down into two broad stages. First, the payments 
system has to be good enough to attract a lot of transactions 
in order to generate large amounts of data. Second, this data 
has to be analysed in ways that provide monetisable insights. 

Almost all companies in the digital arena are using, or trying 
to use, machine learning to identify patterns in the data  
from which monetisable predictions can be made. 
Unfortunately, that requires massive amounts of data, which 
means only a thriving payments system has any chance of 
progressing beyond the first stage. Here we find the likes  
of AliPay and WeChat Pay far out in front of the rest of  
the pack. 

However, data does not necessarily have to be generated 
on a payments system to be useful in running one. Digital 
ecosystem companies that make money by selling 
hardware (Apple), selling advertising (Google, Baidu), or 
offering subscriptions (Amazon Prime, Tencent) all know a 
great deal about their users and can employ that data to 
make predications about user behaviour in many fields. They 
also have an interest in offering financial services – though 
not necessarily in competition with banks. 

In Apple’s case its payment service Apple Pay exists to 
make its ecosystem more useful and to drive demand for its 
devices. This means that Apple is less concerned with the 
monetisation of data than with making its user experience 
as good and as exclusive as possible. Whether the service 
comes directly from Apple or is white labelled by a third 
party is of much less importance than generating the device 
preference that is the bedrock of its profitability. That is one 
of the reasons why Apple works with credit card companies 



to provide its payments service - it has no particular interest 
in disrupting the business of financial service providers.

Google, on the other hand, represents a much greater threat. 
As financial services digitise, there will be an opportunity to 
generate cost savings, a higher net interest margin and new 
revenues by acting on the insights that analysing financial 
data enables. This is a big potential area of revenue and 
profit growth for the banks too, of course, but large-scale 
data analysis is the basis of Google’s business model – not 
an adjunct to selling financial products that have largely 
remained unchanged for generations. Consequently, when 
it comes to the use of digital data in intelligent financial 
services, the banks and Google are potentially on a  
collision course. 

However, though the banks may be on the back foot when 
it comes to analysing massive datasets, they do have one 
significant data advantage: they control consumer financial 
data. Even the introduction of PSD2 and open banking will 
not dislodge them from that perch in the near-term. Third-
parties moving into payments can get access to account 
data via APIs if the consumer so wishes, but that may be just 
a snapshot and it assumes that consumers will be willing 
to trust such providers with their personal information. 
How sensitive such information can be is shown by Apple’s 
approach. It makes the promise of enhanced privacy on 
Apple Pay part of its offer. Through a system known as 
differential privacy, it scrambles data uploaded onto its 
servers, which means that, in reality, Apple, like Google, has 
no usable access to financial transaction data from individual 
users despite enabling a significant number of transactions 
from its devices. 

What about Amazon? It is reportedly seeking a partner bank 
with which to offer current accounts in the US and it already 
offers loans to the sellers on its marketplace. It is also very 
well positioned to hoover up and analyse large quantities 
of data. Not only could it build on what it already knows 
about millions of consumers, it has plenty of processing 
capacity. It runs Amazon Web Services – a huge server farm 
that provides “cloud” processing provision to Amazon and 
to third-parties (many of whom are fintech challengers). 
That means Amazon may be among the companies best 
positioned to move into financial services. The question is 
whether it actually wants to become a bank. The evidence 
so far is that it does not. Like Apple, Amazon will probably be 
able to offer the financial products that interest it by working 
with established financial service providers. (No ‘bigtech’ 
companies seem interested in working with start-up banks, 
even though that would give them easy access to a licence. 
This is probably because the challengers lack the data, 
expertise and scale to be of interest as partners.)

As that suggests, there may be an opportunity for legacy 
banks to meet the threat of digital disruption head on. They 
have the data from which intelligent and accurate algorithms 
can be designed and applied to individual users. This can be 
used to offer appropriate levels of lending, dynamic interest 
rates based on calculated risk as well as a simple and easy 
system of repayment. By comparison, Google and Apple 
can only offer these kinds of services based on (otherwise 
well-informed) guesswork meaning that, all other things 
being equal, the banks should be able to offer a far superior 
service. 

However, it is in the assumption that all other things will 
be equal that the banks are likely to run into problems. In 
digital services, the user experience needs to be easy and 
fun and it needs to work consistently and reliably from 
the get go. Looking at the digital services offered by the 
banking sector in developed markets today, it is clear that 
huge improvement is needed. Very few of the available 
services come close to living up to this standard. The result 
has been low adoption and use of digital banking services. 
The exception is employing mobiles to access ATMS - a 
technology introduced 50 years ago.

The user experience is where Amazon, Apple and Google 
have the advantage. They are well practised in creating 
services that people enjoy using. One might argue that the 
requirements around security and data privacy that banks 
have to meet are simply of a different order and that the 
user who wants his or her money to be safe will have to 
face at least a little frustration. That is debatable. Amazon, for 
example, offers one-click payment while, apparently, keeping 
credit card details perfectly secure. 

As long as big tech has no access to the banking data, the 
banks will be reasonably safe. However, as soon as one 
breaks ranks and does a deal, all of them could be just a click 
away from ferocious competition. 
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